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Abstract
In this paper,we describe a recursivemethod for computing interpolants deﬁned in a space spanned by a ﬁnite number of continuous
functions in Rd . We apply this method to construct several interpolants such as spline interpolants, tensor product interpolants and
multivariate polynomial interpolants. We also give a simple algorithm for solving a multivariate polynomial interpolation problem
and constructing the minimal interpolation space for a given ﬁnite set of interpolation points.
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1. Introduction
Interpolation domain has been the interest of many researchers inmathematics. The univariate interpolation problems
in polynomial spaces or spline spaces seem to be completely resolved.
The multivariate polynomial interpolation case is a much more difﬁcult problem than the corresponding univariate
one. Many authors have been interested in the bivariate polynomial interpolation (see [1,2,9–12], for instance). In order
to successfully interpolate with a unique function in the space of polynomials of two variables and degree less than or
equal to n at the points of a setX ⊂ R2, Liang [9] proved that it is necessary and sufﬁcient that the number of nodes |X|
is equal to (n+1)(n+2)/2 andX is not a subset of any algebraic variety of degree less than or equal to n. In practice, this
condition leads to solve the interpolation problem as a linear system of equations. In order to simplify the resolution of
the interpolation problem, Chung et al. [3] showed that if a set of nodes satisﬁes a geometric characterization (GC), then
the Lagrange interpolation problem inPn(R2) is unisolvent, and each element of the Lagrange basis is the product of n
bivariate polynomials of total degree at most one. The GC condition has been studied by several authors, in particular
Busch [1] and Carnicer and Gasca [2]. This approach is very useful and gives rise to explicit and simple formulae for
the Lagrange basis functions. However, it becomes much complicated when the number of nodes increases.
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When X ⊂ Rd and |X| = N , there always exists a subspace VN ⊂ PN(Rd) such that the Lagrange interpolation
problem with respect to X is poised, i.e., uniquely solvable. For example, the Kergin interpolation, see [8]. de Boor and
Ron [5,6] introduced a method for constructing a particular subspace VN called the least choice. Another method has
been developed by Sauer [13] in order to determine a subspace VN called a minimal degree interpolation space. These
methods use the concept of the orthogonalization.
Our aim in this paper is to simplify the computation of interpolants in several spaces like spline spaces, tensor product
spaces and multivariate polynomial spaces. To do this, we use a recursive algorithm, without imposing any particular
conﬁguration of the set X and without solving any linear system of equations.We also propose an algorithm to construct
a multivariate interpolation space, called a minimal interpolation space, which satisﬁes the properties of the minimal
degree interpolation space introduced in [13].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a recursive solution of a general interpolation problem,
where the interpolation space V is spanned by some continuous functions deﬁned on Rd . From this, we derive another
algorithm which allows to compute the coefﬁcients of the interpolant related to the basis of V . In Section 3, we apply
this technique to the univariate spline spaces. We prove that it is possible to interpolate recursively in these spaces if
the Schoenberg–Whitney condition holds. In Section 4, we study the tensor product interpolation, and we describe a
recursive construction of the corresponding interpolant. In Section 5, we introduce a recursive algorithm allowing to
simplify the resolution of the multivariate interpolation problem. By using our algorithm, for every set X of n+1 points
x0, . . . , xn in Rd we can construct an interpolation subspace V ⊂ Pn(Rd) and determine recursively the interpolant
P ∈ V of a function f at x0, . . . , xn. The explicit form of P in the canonical basis of V can be given by the second
algorithm introduced in Section 2. Some numerical examples are analyzed by this interpolation algorithm in Section
6. Finally, in Section 7 we give a conclusion.
2. A recursive construction of interpolants
Let v0, . . . , vn be n + 1 linearly independent continuous functions on Rd . Setting Vi := span{v0, . . . , vi}, for
i = 0, . . . , n. For a given continuous function f deﬁned on Rd , and n + 1 distinct points x0, . . . , xn of Rd , we suppose
that the interpolation problem{ﬁnd p ∈ Vn such that
p(xi) = f (xi), i = 0, . . . , n
(2.1)
has a unique solution, i.e., the following matrix:
A :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
v0(x0) v1(x0) . . . vn(x0)
v0(x1) v1(x1) . . . vn(x1)
...
...
. . .
...
v0(xn) v1(xn) . . . vn(xn)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
is invertible. It is well known, see [7], that if the matrix A satisﬁes
det(A(1: k, 1: k)) = 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , n + 1, (C0)
then it admits a LU factorization. When A does not satisﬁes (C0), there exists a permutation matrix P such that PA
satisﬁes (C0), i.e., PA = LU .
Assume that the matrixA in Problem (2.1) satisﬁes (C0).We Consider the linear operators Ii deﬁned by the recursive
formula:
I0f := f (x0)
v0(x0)
v0,
Iif := Ii−1f + f (xi) − Ii−1f (xi)
vi(xi) − Ii−1vi(xi) (vi − Ii−1vi), i = 1, . . . , n. (2.2)
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For each continuous function g:Rd → R, we put
D
g
0 (x) := g(x) and Dgi (x) := g(x) − Ii−1g(x), i > 0.
Then, it is easy to prove the following result.
Proposition 1. For each i = 0, . . . , n, the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Iif interpolates f at the points x0, . . . , xi and it is exact on Vi ,
(ii) Dvii (xi) = 0 ∀i = 0 · · · n.
The Lagrange basis {li,j , j = 0, . . . , i} of the space Vi associated with the interpolation problem at the nodes
x0, x1, . . . , xi can easily be computed recursively by the following formula:
l0,0 = v0
v0(x0)
and
li,j = li−1,j − li−1,j (xi)li,i for i > 0 and j = 0, . . . , i − 1,
where li,i = Dvii /Dvii (xi).
Now, we state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2. If the matrix A is invertible and satisﬁes Condition (C0), then the unique solution of the Lagrange
interpolation problem (2.1) can be computed by the recursive formula (2.2).
In case the matrix A does not satisfy Condition (C0), there exists a permutation : {0, . . . , n} → {0, . . . , n} such
that
D
vi
i (x(i)) = 0 for each i = 0, . . . , n,
and therefore the Lagrange interpolant can also be computed by formula (2.2) where xi is substituted by x(i).
The proof of the above theorem derives from the two following lemmas.
Lemma 3. If Dvii (xi) = 0, then
D
g
i+1(x) = Dgi (x) −
D
g
i (xi)
D
vi
i (xi)
D
vi
i (x).
Proof. For i = 0, . . . , n, we have
D
g
i+1(x) = g(x) − Iig(x)
= g(x) − Ii−1g(x) − g(xi) − Ii−1g(xi)
vi(xi) − Ii−1vi(xi) (vi(x) − Ii−1vi(x))
=Dgi (x) −
D
g
i (xi)
D
vi
i (xi)
D
vi
i (x)
and the claim follows. 
Lemma 4. The determinant n := det(A) of the matrix A in Problem (2.1) is given by
n =
n∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi).
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Proof. We compute n by using the Gauss elimination.
Step 1: Since Dv00 (x0) = v0(x0) = 0, we obtain
n = Dv00 (x0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 a112 · · · · · · · · · a11n
0 a122 · · ·
... · · · a12n
0
... . . . a1kl . . .
...
0
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
0 a1n2 · · · · · · · · · a1nn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
where for k1 and l1,
a1kl = Dvl−10 (xk−1) −
D
v0
0 (xk−1)
D
v0
0 (x0)
D
vl−1
0 (x0).
From Lemma 3, we get
a1kl = Dvl−11 (xk−1),
whence
n = Dv00 (x0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D
v1
1 (x1) D
v2
1 (x1) · · · Dvn1 (x1)
D
v1
1 (x2) D
v2
1 (x2) . . . D
vn
1 (x2)
...
...
. . .
...
D
v1
1 (xn) D
v2
1 (xn) · · · Dvn1 (xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
Step r2: We have
n =
(
r−2∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi)
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D
vr−1
r−1 (xr−1) D
vr
r−1(xr−1) · · · Dvnr−1(xr−1)
D
vr−1
r−1 (xr) D
vr
r−1(xr) · · · Dvnr−1(xr)
...
...
. . .
...
D
vr−1
r−1 (xn) D
vr
r−1(xn) · · · Dvnr−1(xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
Using again Lemma 3, we obtain
n =
(
r−1∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi)
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 ∗ · · · ∗
0 Dvrr (xr ) · · · Dvnr (xr)
0
...
. . .
...
0 Dvrr (xn) · · · Dvnr (xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
r−1∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi)
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D
vr
r (xr ) · · · Dvnr (xr)
...
. . .
...
D
vr
r (xn) · · · Dvnr (xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
At the last step, i.e., r = n, we get
n =
(
n−1∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi)
)
|Dvnn (xn)| =
n∏
i=0
D
vi
i (xi),
and this completes the proof. 
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Obviously formula (2.2) provides the value of Inf at any point x. But, when it is applied to several points, it becomes
very expensive (in terms of computational cost) because of the number of required operations. In order to remedy this
problem, we derive from (2.2) another algorithm which gives the expression of Inf in the basis {v0, . . . , vn}. Indeed,
let i be the following linear functional:
i (f ) := D
f
i (xi)
D
vi
i (xi)
, i = 0, . . . , n.
If we put
Inf =
n∑
i=0
ai(f )vi ,
then the coefﬁcients ai(f ) are computed by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5.
- Initialization g := f
- for i = 0 to n,
* an−i (f ) := n−i (g),
* g := g − an−i (f )vn−i ,
- end for.
3. Recursive computation of Lagrangian spline interpolants
Let  := (a = t0 < t1 t2 · · ·< tn = b) be a partition of a real interval I := [a, b]. The Schoenberg space
Sk+1 := Sk+1(, I ) consists of all splines s ∈ Ck−1(I ) and of order k + 1, i.e., of degree k, with breakpoints
ti . In order to deﬁne a basis of this linear space of dimension n + k, some auxiliary knots t−k · · ·  t−1a and
tn+k · · ·  tn+1b are needed. It is well known that each s in Sk+1 can be written in the form
s =
n−1∑
j=−k
ajBj,k+1, aj ∈ R,
where the B-spline Bj,k+1 is deﬁned by
Bj,k+1(x) := (tj+k+1 − tj )[tj , . . . , tj+k+1](· − x)k+.
In order to deﬁne a Lagrangian interpolation problem in Sk+1, let X := (xi)0 in+k−1 be a strictly increasing
sequence of data points in I. The spline s interpolates a given function f at X if and only if
n−1∑
j=−k
jBj,k+1(xi) = f (xi), i = 0, . . . , n + k − 1. (3.1)
Theorem 6 (Schoenberg–Whitney). The matrix (Bj−k,k+1(xi))0 i,jn+k−1 of the linear system (3.1) is invertible if
and only if Bj−k,k+1(xj )> 0 for j = 0, . . . , n+ k − 1, i.e., if and only if tj−k < xj < tj+1 for all j = 0, . . . , n+ k − 1.
Proof. See [4]. 
By using the notations of Section 2, we have
n+k−1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
B−k,k+1(x0) B−k+1,k+1(x0) · · · Bn−1,k+1(x0)
B−k,k+1(x1) B−k+1,k+1(x1) · · · Bn−1,k+1(x1)
...
...
. . .
...
B−k,k+1(xn+k−1) B−k+1,k+1(xn+k−1) · · · Bn−1,k+1(xn+k−1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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and
D
B−k,k+1
0 (x0) := B−k,k+1(x0),
D
Bi−k,k+1
i (xi) := Bi−k,k+1(xi) − Ii−1Bi−k,k+1(xi), i = 1, . . . , n + k − 1.
Theorem 7. For each l = 1, . . . , n + k, we have ∏l−1i=0DBi−k,k+1i (xi) = 0 if and only if ti−k < xi < ti+1 for all i =
0, . . . , l − 1. So by setting vi = Bi−k,k+1, i = 0, . . . , n = n + k − 1, the unique solution of (3.1) can be computed by
the recursive formula (2.2).
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the necessary condition. Indeed, assume that
l−1∏
i=0
D
Bi−k,k+1
i (xi) = 0 for l = 1, . . . , n + k.
The proof can be done by induction on i. For i = 0, we have B−k,k+1(x0) = DB−k,k+10 (x0) = 0, whence t−k < x0 < t1.
Assume that this result is valid for i = j − 1, j l − 1, and for i = j , Bj−k,k+1(xj ) = 0, i.e.,
xj /∈]tj−k, tj+1[. (3.2)
As DBj−k,k+1j (xj ) = 0 and D
Bj−k,k+1
j (·) is a combination of the B-splines Bi−k,k+1, i = 0, . . . , j , we have
xj ∈]t−k, tj+1[. (3.3)
Then, from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), we get
xj ∈]t−k, tj−k]. (3.4)
By the induction hypothesis we have Bj−k−1,k+1(xj−1) = 0, then
xj−1 ∈]tj−k−1, tj [. (3.5)
On the other hand, by using Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) and the fact that xj−1 <xj we obtain
xj ∈]tj−k−1, tj−k[.
It follows that for each r = 0, . . . , j , we have xr < tj−k , whence
Bj−k,k+1(xr) = 0. (3.6)
Let
Aj :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B−k,k+1(x0) B−k+1,k+1(x0) · · · Bj−k,k+1(x0)
B−k,k+1(x1) B−k+1,k+1(x1) · · · Bj−k,k+1(x1)
...
...
. . .
...
B−k,k+1(xj ) B−k+1,k+1(xj ) · · · Bj−k,k+1(xj )
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
It is clear that
det(Aj ) =
j∏
i=0
D
Bi−k,k+1
i (xi) = 0.
But from (3.6) we have det(Aj ) = 0 and this fact contradicts our hypothesis. Consequently Bj−k,k+1(xj ) = 0.
In order to prove the sufﬁcient condition, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 8 (de Boor [4]). Let S ∈ Sk+1 such that S = 0 on [xp−1, xp] ∪ [xq, xq+1] where p<q. If S admits r zeros
in [xp, xq ] then rp − q − (k + 1).
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We prove by induction on i that
∏l−1
i=0D
Bi−k,k+1
i (xi) = 0. For i = 0, we have DB−k,k+10 (x0) = B−k,k+1(x0) = 0.
Assume that the result is true for i= j −1, j l−1, and for i= j ,DBj−k,k+1j (xj )=0. It is well known thatD
Bj−k,k+1
j (·)
has its support in a subset of [t−k, tj+1]. Let r be the number of zeros of DBj−k,k+1j (·). Then, from the above lemma, it
holds
r(j + 1) − (−k) − (k + 1)j . (3.7)
As x0, . . . , xj−1 are zeros of D
Bj−k,k+1
j (·) and D
Bj−k,k+1
j (xj ) = 0, we deduce that r = j + 1 and this contradicts (3.7).
Hence DBj−k,k+1j (xj ) = 0. 
4. Recursive computation of tensor product interpolants
Let [a, b] and [c, d] be two intervals of R. Let x0, . . . , xn be n+ 1 distinct points in [a, b] and y0, . . . , ym be m+ 1
distinct points in [c, d]. Given {v0, . . . , vn} and {w0, . . . , wm} two linearly independent families of continuous functions
deﬁned on [a, b] and [c, d], respectively.We seek to interpolate recursively a continuous function f : [a, b]×[c, d] → R
at the points (xi, yj ), i = 0, . . . , n and j = 0, . . . , m, in the space Un := Vn ⊗Wn, where Vn := span{v0, . . . , vn} and
Wn := span{w0, . . . , wm}. We assume that each function vi satisﬁes the recursive interpolation condition at the points
x0, . . . , xn, i.e.,
D
v0
0 (x0) = v0(x0) = 0,
D
vi
i (xi) = vi(xi) − Ii−1vi(xi) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , n. (4.8)
We also assume that w0, . . . , wm satisfy the analogous conditions w.r.t. y0, . . . , ym, i.e.,
D
w0
0 (y0) = w0(y0) = 0,
D
wi
i (yi) = wi(yi) − Ii−1wi(yi) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , m. (4.9)
Set E := {0, 1, . . . , n} × {0, 1, . . . , m} and F := {0, 1, . . . , (n + 1)(m + 1) − 1}. The family {vi ⊗ wj : (i, j) ∈ E} is
a basis of Un. Let :E → F be the function deﬁned by (, )= + (n+ 1). Since  is one to one mapping E into
F, there exists for any p ∈ F a unique (, ) ∈ E such that p = + (n + 1). Put
up = u(,) = v ⊗ w and ap = a(,) = x ⊗ y.
In order to interpolate recursively f in the space Un = {up:p ∈ F } at the points {ap:p ∈ F } it sufﬁces that the matrix
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
u0(a0) u1(a0) · · · u(n+1)(m+1)−1(a0)
u0(a1) u1(a1) · · · u(n+1)(m+1)−1(a1)
...
...
. . .
...
u0(a(n+1)(m+1)−1) u1(a(n+1)(m+1)−1) · · · u(n+1)(m+1)−1(a(n+1)(m+1)−1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
satisﬁes the condition (C0).
Theorem 9. If the conditions (C1) and (C2) hold, then the condition (C0) also holds. Furthermore, we have
det(A) = (Dv00 (x0) × · · · × Dvnn (xn))m+1 × (Dw00 (y0) × · · · × Dwmm (ym))n+1.
Proof. Set
V˜ :=
⎡
⎢⎣
v0(x0) · · · vn(x0)
...
. . .
...
v0(xn) · · · vn(xn)
⎤
⎥⎦ and W˜ :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
w0(y0) · · · wm(y0)
...
. . .
...
w0(ym) · · · wm(ym)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
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From conditions (C1) and (C2) we deduce that the matrices V˜ and W˜ satisfy (C0). The block form of the matrix A can
be written as follows:
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
w0(y0).V˜ · · · wm(y0).V˜
...
. . .
...
w0(ym).V˜ . . . wm(ym).V˜
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
By using the block LU factorization of the matrix A, we get A = LU , where
L :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Idn+1 0 . . . 0
× Idn+1 . . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
× . . . × Idn+1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and U :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
U00 × . . . ×
0 U11
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . ×
0 . . . 0 Umm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, Idn+1 denotes the unit matrix of order n + 1 and, for i = 0, . . . , m, Uii is a square matrix of order n + 1. To
determineUii we use the Schur complement. Sincew0(y0) = 0 and V˜ is invertible, the Schur complement of the block
w0(y0).V˜ is the matrix⎡
⎢⎢⎣
D
w1
1 (y1).V˜ · · · Dwm1 (y1).V˜
...
. . .
...
D
w1
1 (ym).V˜ · · · Dwm1 (ym).V˜
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
We know thatDw11 (y1) = 0 and V˜ is invertible, whencewe can compute the Schur complement of the blockDw11 (y1).V˜ .
At the end of this process we obtain
U =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D
w1
0 (y0).V˜ × · · · ×
0 Dw11 (y1).V˜
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . ×
0 · · · 0 Dwmm (ym).V˜
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
By the standard LU factorization of the matrix V˜ , we can write V˜ = LvUv where
Lv :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 · · · 0
× 1 . . . ...
...
. . .
. . . 0
× · · · ×. 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and U
v :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D
v0
0 (x0) × · · · ×
0 Dv11 (x1)
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . ×
0 · · · 0 Dvnn (xn)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Finally we get
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Lv 0 . . . 0
× Lv . . . ...
...
. . .
. . . 0
× . . . ×. Lv
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦×
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D
w0
0 (y0).U
v × . . . ×
0 Dw11 (y1).Uv
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . ×
0 . . . 0 Dwmm (ym).Uv
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Then the condition (C0) holds and the claim follows. 
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Theorem 10. If the conditions (C1) and (C2) hold, then we can interpolate recursively in the space Un at the points
ap, p ∈ F . Moreover, for all p ∈ F we have
D
up
p (ap) = Du(,)(,) (a(,)) = Dv (x) × D
w
 (y).
Proof. Since the conditions (C1) and (C2) are satisﬁed, we deduce from the above theorem that the condition (C0)
is also satisﬁed. Then, according to the results given in Section 2, we can interpolate recursively in the space Un at
the points ap, p ∈ F . By comparing the scalar LU factorization of A with the factorization given in the proof of
Theorem 9, we conclude that
D
up
p (ap) = Du(,)(,) (a(,)) = Dv (x) × D
w
 (y)
and this completes the proof. 
The recursive computation of the tensor product interpolant of f in Un at ap, p ∈ F , is provided by formula (2.2) as
follows:
I0f (x, y) = f (a0)u0(x, y)
u0(a0)
and for p ∈ F\{0},
Ipf (x, y) = Ip−1f (x, y) + f (ap) − Ip−1f (ap)
up(ap) − Ip−1up(ap) (up(x, y) − Ip−1up(x, y)).
Corollary 11. If the conditions (C1) and (C2) hold, then the tensor product interpolant of f in the space Un at the
points ap, p ∈ F , can be recursively computed as follows:
I0f (x, y) = f (a0) v0(x) × w0(y)
v0(x0) × w0(y0) and for p ∈ F\{0},
Ipf (x, y) = Ip−1f (x, y) + f (ap) − Ip−1f (ap)
D
v
 (x) × Dw (y)
(Dv (x) × Dw (y)).
Remark 12. As examples of classical spaces Vn and Wm, we can take
(i) Vn = span{1, x, . . . , xn} and Wm = span{1, y, . . . , ym}.
(ii) Vn (resp. Wm) is the space of splines deﬁned on [a, b] (resp. [c, d]). The interpolation points are given such that
the Schoenberg–Whitney condition holds for both spaces Vn and Wm.
5. Appropriate interpolation polynomial space for the recursive computation of interpolants
Let f :Rd → R be a continuous function and x0, . . . , xn be n + 1 distinct points in Rd . In this section we try to
build an interpolation space Vn := span{v0, . . . , vn} ⊂ Pn(Rd) suitable for interpolating recursively f at x0, . . . , xn by
using the formula (2.2).
Lemma 13. Let v be any polynomial in Pn(Rd) and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. If Dvj (xi)= 0 for all ij , then Dvk (xi)= 0 for
all kj , ik.
Proof. Suppose thatDvj (xi)=0 for all ij . Then Ij−1v(xi)=v(xi) for all ij . Since Ij−1v(xi)=v(xi) for all ij−1,
it follows that Ikv= Ij−1v for each k such that nkj −1. Thus, for all kj and ik it holdsDvk (xi)=Dvj (xi)=0.
This result means that v /∈ {vj , . . . , vn} whenever Dvj (xi) = 0 for all ij . 
Theorem 14. Let f :Rd → R be a continuous function and x0, . . . , xn be distinct points inRd . Then we can construct
an interpolation space Vn := span{v0, . . . , vn} ⊂ Pn(Rd) such that Dvii (x(i)) = 0 where i = 0, . . . , n and  is a
permutation from {0, . . . , n} to {0, . . . , n}. Moreover, the interpolant of f in Vn is given by formula (2.2) where xi is
replaced by x(i).
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Proof. It iswell known, see [8], that for each set of points {x0, . . . , xn} inRd , there exists a subspaceVn ⊂ Pn(Rd) of di-
mensionn+1 such that the interpolation problem is poised. FromTheorem2, there exists a permutation: {0, . . . , n} →
{0, . . . , n} and {v0, . . . , vn} ⊂ Pn(Rd) such thatVn := span{v0, . . . , vn} andDvii (x(i)) = 0 for all i=0, . . . , n. There-
fore the space Vn := span{v0, . . . , vn} stated in this theorem always exists.
Now, we propose a method for constructing a space Vn with interesting properties. For the sake of simplicity we
assume that d = 2. Put X = [x0, . . . , xn] and
B = [1, x, y, x2, xy, y2, . . . , xn, xn−1y, . . . , xyn−1, yn]. (5.1)
Denote by X[i] (resp. B[i]) the (i + 1)th component of the vector X (resp. of the vector B). The construction of Vn
requires n + 1 steps.
Step 0: As B[0] = 1 veriﬁes DB[0]0 (X(0)) = B[0](X[0]) = 0, we set v0 = B[0].
Step i, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: If there exists k ∈ {i, . . . , n} such that DB[i]i (X[k]) = 0 then we exchange X[i] and X[k]
and we put vi =B[i]. Otherwise, by Lemma 13, vi = B[j ], j = i, . . . , n. In this case, we eliminate the monomial B[i]
from the vector B by considering the new vector B = B ′ such that B ′[j ] = B[j + 1] for j i and we repeat this step
for the new vector B.
Since the spaceVn always exists, the aboveprocesswill stop and there existsB[i] andX[i] such thatDB[i]i (X[i]) = 0.
If we put vk = B[k] and x(k) = X[k], k = 0, . . . , n, : {0, . . . , n} → {0, . . . , n} is a permutation, then the interpolant
Inf ∈ Vn of f at x(0), . . . , x(n) can be recursively computed by formula (2.2). 
Remark 15. B[i] is the ﬁrst monomial such that there exists k i which satisﬁes DB[i]i (X[k]) = 0.
We describe a simple algorithm that allows us to construct the space Vn ⊂ Pn(R2) given in Theorem 14, and to
compute the interpolant Inf . If we putm= 12 (n+1)(n+2), then the pseudo code of this algorithm is given as follows.
Algorithm 16.
- I0f (x) = f (x0)
B[0](X[0])B[0](x);
- for k = 1 to n
- do
* i := k;
- while (DB[k]k (X[i]) = 0 and in)
* i := i + 1;
- end while
- if in then exchange (X[k], X[i])
- else for r = 1 to m − 2
* B[r] := B[r + 1];
- end for
* m := m − 1;
- end if
- while (i > n)
- compute Ik(f ) by formula 2.2
- end for.
Remark 17.
(1) By using the above algorithm we can explicit Ikf in the basis of Vn.
(2) Algorithm16 ismore stable if we choose the pointX[k] such that |DB[k]k (X[k])|=max{|DB[i]i (X[i])|> 0, ik}.
(3) If n = 12 ((s + 1)(s + 2) − 1) and the interpolation matrix is invertible, then using Algorithm 16 we ﬁnd that
Vn = Ps(R2).
(4) The space Vn obtained by this algorithm depends only on the vector X.
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Let us note that all the spaces given in this section are written in the order given in (5.1). Let vr be a monomial
in Pn(Rd), we denote by 〈1 → vr 〉 the space span{1, . . . , vr}, for example, if vr = xy and d = 2, then 〈1 →
vr 〉 = span{1, x, y, x2, xy}.
Deﬁnition 18. Let Xn be a given ﬁnite set Xn composed by n + 1 distinct points. A subspace Vn ⊂ Pn(Rd) is called
a minimal degree interpolation space of order s with respect to Xn provided that:
(1) the Lagrange interpolation problem with respect to Xn is poised in Vn,
(2) Vn is of minimal degree with this property, i.e., if the subspace Vn contains polynomials of total degree less than
or equal to s and at least one polynomial of total degree s, then the Lagrange interpolation with respect to Xn is
unsolvable in any subspace of Ps−1(Rd),
(3) the Lagrange interpolation with respect to Vn is degree reducing, i.e., if a polynomial p has a total degree ks,
then its interpolant at Xn has a degree at most k.
Deﬁnition 19. Let Xn be a given ﬁnite set composed by n+ 1 distinct points. If v0, . . . , vn are monomials in Pn(Rd)
ordered as indicated in (5.1), then a subspace Vn=span{v0, . . . , vn} is called a minimal interpolation space with respect
to Xn provided that
(1) the Lagrange interpolation problem with respect to Xn is poised in Vn,
(2) Vn is minimal with this property, i.e., there is no subspace Wn = span{w0, . . . , wn} such that 〈1 → wn〉 is a strict
subset of 〈1 → vn〉 and the Lagrange interpolation problem with respect to Xn is poised in Wn,
(3) the Lagrange interpolation with respect to Vn is degree reducing, i.e., the interpolant in Vn at Xn of each w ∈
Pn(R
d) such that 〈1 → w〉 ⊂ 〈1 → vn〉 is in 〈1 → w〉.
Remark 20. It is easy to show that theminimal interpolation space with respect toXn is a minimal degree interpolation
space of degree n with respect to Xn.
Theorem 21. The interpolation space given by Algorithm 16 is a minimal interpolation space with respect to Xn.
Proof. We will prove that the conditions (1).(3) in Deﬁnition 19 are satisﬁed. Indeed, it is simple to verify the
condition (1).
Let w be a monomial in Pn(Rd) such that 〈1 → w〉 ⊂ 〈1 → vn〉. If there exists vk , 0kn such that vk =w, then
Inw = w ∈ 〈1 → w〉. Otherwise, there exists k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that 〈1 → vk〉 ⊆ 〈1 → w〉 ⊆ 〈1 → vk+1〉. We
haveDwi (xi)=0 for each i=k+1, . . . , n, indeed, if there exists i ∈ {k+1, . . . , n} such thatDwi (xi) = 0, then according
to Algorithm 16, w must be in {v0, . . . , vn}, which is impossible. Since Inw = Ikw +∑ni=k+1(Dwi (xi)/Dvii (xi))Dvii ,
we obtain Inw = Ikw. Therefore, Inw ∈ 〈1 → vk〉 ⊂ 〈1 → w〉 and the condition (3) holds.
To prove the condition (2), we assume that there is a subspace Wn = span{w0, . . . , wn} such that 〈1 → wn〉 ⊂
〈1 → vn〉 and the interpolation problem with respect to Xn is poised in Wn. We denote by Jnvn the interpolant of vn
at x0, . . . , xn in the space Wn. We have Jnvn =∑ni=0iwi , then InJnvn =∑ni=0iInwi . Since,
InJnvn(xi) = Jnvn(xi) = vn(xi) for i = 0, . . . , n,
we get
InJnvn = vn. (5.2)
By using the condition (3) we conclude that InJnvn ∈ 〈1 → wn〉. This is a contradiction with the fact that 〈1 → wn〉 ⊂
〈1 → vn〉. Hence, the condition (2) holds. 
Theorem 22. The interpolation space given by Algorithm 16 is independent of the order of the input points x0, . . . , xn.
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Proof. Let Vn = span{v0, . . . , vn} be the interpolation space given by Algorithm 16 with input points x0, . . . , xn. Set
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
v0(x(0)) v1(x(0)) · · · vn(x(0))
v0(x(1)) v1(x(1)) · · · vn(x(1))
...
...
. . .
...
v0(x(n)) v1(x(n)) · · · vn(x(n))
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
 being a permutation of {0, . . . , n}. It is easy to see that the matrix A is invertible, then there exists a permutation
matrix P such that PA admits LU factorization. Hence, if we applyAlgorithm 16 to the points x(0), . . . , x(n) in this
order, we obtain the unique space Vn = span{v0, . . . , vn}. 
Remark 23. Algorithm 16 gives a simple construction of a suitable space Vn = span{v0, . . . , vn} for interpolating a
function f at a set of points X = {x0, . . . , xn}. This interpolation space is very interesting and satisﬁes all properties
of the minimal degree interpolation space P∗(Xn) introduced in [13]. We note that the construction of P∗(Xn) is
based on the computation of the newton fundamental polynomials (NFP) and their complementary basis. A simple
comparison between our construction of the minimal interpolation space Vn and the construction of the minimal degree
interpolation space P∗(Xn) shows that the computation of the complementary basis of the NFP makes the second
construction more costly than the ﬁrst one in term of arithmetic operations and storage memory.
6. Numerical tests
In this section we give some numerical examples for testing the performance of Algorithm 16.
Example 1. In this example, we have selected two bivariate test functions which are given by
f (x, y) = 1 + (1 − x)2 + (1 − y)2,
g(x, y) = cos
(
x2 − y
2
)
.
For each test function we select two sets of nodes, which have different geometrical conﬁgurations the results are given
as follows.
Case 1: We apply Algorithm 16 to the following interpolation points:
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1,−1), (2, 0), (2, 1), (1, 3)}.
Then we obtain independently of the functions f and g,
• the new order of the interpolation points:
{(0, 0), (1,−1), (0, 1), (2, 0), (2, 1), (1, 3)}.
• The corresponding minimal interpolation space:
V5 = span{1, x, y, x2, xy, y2}.
• The coefﬁcients of the interpolant of f (respectively, of g) in the basis of V5 are
{3,−2,−2, 1, 0, 1} (respectively {1, 0.8821, 0.0598,−0.7951, 0.3047,−0.1822}).
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Case 2: Now, the interpolation points are
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0), (2, 1), (0, 3)}.
We easily verify that four of the interpolation points are collinear, this implies that the interpolation in P2(R2) is
impossible. By using Algorithm 16 we get
• the new order of the interpolation points is
{(0, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (2, 1), (0, 1), (0, 3)}.
• The corresponding minimal interpolation space is
V5 = span{1, x, y, xy, y2, y3}.
• The coefﬁcients of the interpolant of f (respectively, of g) in the basis of V5 are
{3, 0,−2, 0, 1, 0}(respectively{1, 0.7081, 0.0125, 0.3047,−0.1487, 0.0138}).
Example 2. In this example,we consider the eight followingpoints of the unit circle ofR2:Pj=(cos(j/4), sin(j/4)),
j = 0, . . . , 7 as the interpolation points. In this case the interpolation space cannot contain in the same time the mono-
mials 1, x2 and y2, because there exists a quadratic polynomial, namely x2+y2+1, which vanishes at the interpolation
points. Applying Algorithm 16 to this set, we get
• the new order of the interpolation points is
{P0, P4, P2, P6, P1, P7, P3, P5}.
• The corresponding minimal interpolation space is
V7 = span{1, x, y, x2, xy, x3, x2y, x4}.
If we apply the algorithm introduced in [13] to the set of points X7 = {Pj , j = 0, . . . , 7}, then we obtain the NFP as
follows (see [13]):
v0 = 1,
v1 = (1 −
√
2)−1(−x − y + 1),
v2 = (
√
2 − 2)−1(x + (1 − √2)y − 1),
v3 = (7 − 5
√
2)−1((3 − 2√2)y2 − (7 − 5√2)x − (3 − 2√2)y),
v4 = (4
√
2 − 6)−1((4 − 3√2)y2 + (4 − 3√2)xy − (1 − √2)y − (3 − 2√2)x − (3 − 2√2)),
v5 = (641664 − 665857
√
2)−1((1331714 − 941664√2)x2 + (941664 − 665857√2)x),
v6 = (133844 − 94642
√
2)−1((−28486 + 161564√2)y3 − (94642 − 66922√2)xy2
+ (66922 − 47321√2)y2 − (66922 − 47321√2)xy + (161564 − 114243√2)y,
v7 = (2046573816377474 − 1447146223759344
√
2)−1
((−2046573816377474 − 1447146223759344√2)y4
− (1447146223759344 − 1023286908188737√2)y3
− (1447146223759344 − 1023286908188737√2)xy2
+ (2046573816377474 − 1447146223759344√2)y2
+ (1023286908188737 − 723573111879672√2)xy
+ (1447146223759344 − 1023286908188737√2)y).
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Summarizing, we can deduce that theminimal degree interpolation spaceP∗(X7) is spanned by {1, x, y, xy, y2, xy2,
y3, y4}. By analyzing the results given by Algorithm 16 and by the algorithm introduced in [13], we remark that
the minimal interpolation space V7 shares with P∗(X7) all properties of the minimal degree interpolation
space; for example V7 and P∗(X7) have the same degree. However, the space P∗(X7) cannot satisfy all
properties of the minimal interpolation space V7; for example the property (2) in Deﬁnition 19 is not satisﬁed
by P∗(X7).
Example 3. Let us consider the function f deﬁned in [0, 1] × [0, 1] by
f (x, y) = 5 exp(xy(1 − x)(1 − y)(x − y)).
Our aim in this example is to determine the minimal interpolation space with respect to
X18 = {(0, 0); (0, 0.5); (0, 1); (0.25, 0.25); (0.5, 0); (0.5, 0.5); (0.5, 1); (1, 0);
(1, 0.5); (1, 1); (0.15, 0.75); (0.35, 0.85); (0.75, 0.75); (0.75, 0.25);
f (0.85, 0.45); (0.75, 0); (0.55, 0.1); (0.2, 0.9); (0.15, 0)}
and to compute recursively the interpolants Ii, i = 0, . . . , 18, of f at the points x0, . . . , xi , i = 0, . . . , 18, in the order
given by Algorithm 16. Table 1 (see also Fig. 1) gives the new order of X18, the minimal interpolation space V18 and
the coefﬁcients of some interpolants.
Table 1
Minimal interpolation space and some recursive interpolants
X New order of X V18 I11 I12 I14 I17 I18
(0,0) (0,0) 1 5 5 5 5 5
(0,0.5) (1,0) x −0.4436 −0.4436 0.0759 0.1384 −0.0021
(0,1) (0,1) y 0.4436 0.4036 −0.0759 0.3514 0.0020
(0.25,0.25) (0.5,0) x2 0.9680 0.9680 −0.7335 −1.5221 0.0236
(0.5,0) (1,1) xy 0.3627 0.3627 0.3893 −1.6520 −0.0051
(0.5,0.5) (0.5,0.5) y2 −1.3307 −1.3307 0.3442 −0.9071 −0.0175
(0.5,1) (0.2,0.9) x3 0.2009 0.2009 1.6693 4.8278 −0.0748
(1,0) (0.5,1) x2y −1.0880 −1.0880 1.1911 4.7746 5.0083
(1,0.5) (0,0.5) xy2 0 0 −2.3590 1.5635 −4.9747
(1,1) (0.25,0.25) y3 0.8871 0.8871 −0.5015 0.2618 0.0383
(0.15,0.75) (0.85,0.45) x4 −0.7253 −0.7253 −1.0117 −5.9041 0.0914
(0.35,0.85) (0.75,0.75) x3y 0.7253 0.7253 −0.7941 −1.6990 −4.9770
(0.75,0.75) (1,0.5) x2y2 – 0 0 −6.0542 −0.0614
(0.75,0.25) (0.15,0) xy3 – – 1.5727 0.3030 4.9731
(0.85,0.45) (0.75,0.25) y4 – – 0.2331 0.2940 −0.0228
(0.75,0) (0.75,0) x5 – – – 2.4600 −0.0381
(0.55,0.1) (0.35,0.85) xy – – – −1.2721 −0.0041
(0.2,0.9) (0.15,0.75) x3y2 – – – 4.0361 4.9698
(0.15,0) (0.55,0.1) x2y3 – – – – −4.9289
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Fig. 1. Graphs of (top to bottom) f and I11, I12 and I14, I17 and I18.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a general method for interpolating in a (n + 1) dimensional space Vn at a given
interpolation points x0, . . . , xn when the corresponding interpolation problem is Vn-unisolvent. Some examples of
spaces Vn have been discussed and particular attention has been paid to the multivariate polynomial spaces where the
space Vn is constructed by a simple algorithm, in terms of the data sites x0, . . . , xn, with interesting properties. This
method can be used in more general spaces such as multivariate spline spaces generated by Box-splines or other locally
supported basis functions.
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